Your partner across
every industry.
We love your factory.

Who improves
your efficiency?
We do at Leadec.
In a unique way, Leadec combine the expertise, networking
capacity and performance of a global player with the personal support of a regional partner. With a workforce of over
20,000 worldwide, we are represented at more than 250
locations across four continents. This allows us to be close to
our customers wherever they are.
UK presence:

• 2200 employees
• 140 services
• 56 locations
• 30+ clients
We consider every production scenario from the perspective of the plant operator and contribute industry and process
expertise acquired through more than 50 years of experience. To ensure that our customers have a genuine competitive
edge, we are proactive and flexible, resolve sophisticated
tasks with great technical expertise and consistently think
outside the box. We are constantly looking to the future,
so we do not just optimise existing technologies, but also
develop our own technical, organisational, analog and
digital tools.
To allow us to become even better, we invest
constantly in our technology, our processes and our
personnel. At Leadec we know that challenging
goals can only be achieved by focusing on the
future and maintaining a high level of motivation.
Our experience and expertise is available around
the clock to our teams worldwide.
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Our heart beats for
your factory
The manufacturing
industry.
By following the expansion of our key

We make sure your plant and equipment run smoothly,

customers over the years, Leadec continu-

from assembly to installation to automation.

ously developed its footprint as well. Today
we offer customised service solutions as a
partner on a global level.
For several decades Leadec has transferred
knowledge, skills and expertise and performed
customised services in our customers’ plants and
factories. With our innovative solutions and great
passion we keep the heart of your production
efficient and strong. We offer our customers the

Sectors we operate in:
• Automotive & Manufacturing
• Assembly Services
• Aerospace
• Electronics & White goods
• Food & Beverage
• Chemical & Pharma
• Wood, Furniture & Fabricated metal products

same service standards in all sectors of the manufacturing industry worldwide.

Service DNA and capability is transferable between industries
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Benefits and capabilities.
The manufacturing industry.

Safety and quality

Service agility

Partnerships (co-location)

Cost focus

With strict environmental requirements and rapid

Shorter production cycles combined with an increasing

Growing demands on quality and strict inspections by

In today’s world, the automotive industry is confron-

technological development, combined with a long

product variety, these are the requirements our custo-

authorities, these are the conditions in which our custo-

ted with the task of developing increasingly lighter

model life and high safety requirements, the 		

mers in the food and beverage industry face every day.

mers in the metal fabrication industry have to comply.

vehicles that consume less fuel and emit less CO2. Let

aerospace industry faces demanding challenges every

The top priorities in this industry: uncompromising

Leadec consistantly works in partnership with you to

Leadec’s service capabilities work for you. This means

day and is one of the most advanced industries in the

safety and hygiene, and reliable traceability. Leadec’s

continually progress new ideas and initiatives across

that you not only outsource work responsibility but

world. To cope with these challenges reliably and suc-

industrial services help increase your quality and pro-

the entire range of metal fabrication production.

this allows you to fully focus on your end product, re-

cessfully, you need a strong industrial service provider.

ductivity. We make sure that your production line runs

Through co-location, we create an ideal working en-

ducing cost as a result.

The services for the aerospace industry provided by

smoothly and trouble free, allowing you to focus on

vironment and make your production facilities flexible

Leadec ensure production runs flawlessly and as a re-

your end customers’ ever-growing expectations. This,

and effective, so that you can always focus on your

sult strengthens the core sustainability of our clients.

in turn, increases your competitiveness and flexibility.

core business.
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Benefits and capabilities.
The manufacturing industry.

Innovation

Process Efficiency

Direct Resourcing

Digitisation

Trend-setting developments regarding medicines, fuels

The wheel and tyre assemblers’ success depends on

In the wood and furniture industry, critical success fac-

The appliance industry evolves around developing

and biotechnologies reflect the chemical industry’s dy-

high-quality and durable materials as well as the end

tors include reliability and sustainablity. In this sector,

new products aimed at making the end consumer’s life

namics. As an industrial service provider we see the

customer’s safe and ideal driving experience. To be

too, our specialised employees ensure stable and sus-

more comfortable. These markets face the challenges

whole picture and can offer our customers the best

able to meet the high quality standard, many premi-

tainable working conditions and the retention of your

of meeting the rising demands on innovation and quick

solutions, competent advice and greater efficiency

um manufacturers already outsource production-re-

production facilities’ value. Leave the responsibility for

succession in a digitised society.

thanks to our reliable range of services. Outsourcing

lated industrial services to Leadec today. Production

these activities with our directly employed specialists

To grow successfully in these industries, our customers

industrial services to Leadec frees up resources for the

facilities that function reliably and flawlessly are the

to ensure the quality of your work and to reduce your

reduce their own risk by handing over responsibility

actual purpose of your business.

key to success in an industry in which just-in-time and

company’s risk.

for industrial services at the production plant. Let

just-in-sequence delivery are crucial.

Leadec support you with production related services.
Leadec’s end to end business process, COSMOS, is a
holistic IT solution for sales and service execution
with integrated process and information flows.
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What improves
your efficiency?
Our services.
Engineer

Install

Maintain

Support

• Engineering

• Electrical Installation

• Production Equipment Maintenance

• Technical Facility Management

• Consulting

• Automation

• Technical Cleaning

• Infrastructural Facility Management

• Dis- and Reassembly

• Internal Logistics

Overview of services

Overview of services

Overview of services

Overview of services

Development and production

Whether we are supporting you

We make sure that your produc-

Whether we are dealing with a

projects are our passion, especially

with a new acquisition, relocation

tion runs perfectly, because we

building, building services facili-

when we carry out projects oursel-

or upgrade, we ensure the smooth

clean and maintain, repair and

ties or surrounding grounds, we

ves in manufacturing engineering.

operation of your production

optimise all components relating

take responsibility for servicing,

facilities and machines. We ensure

to your entire production process.

cleaning and internal processes.

that your manufacturing process is reliable,

We plan and realise customised maintenance concepts

In doing so we always think and act in your best in-

efficient and cost effective so that you can concentrate

for minimal downtimes today and in the future.

terest and resolve sophisticated tasks quickly, flexibly

fully on your business.

and competently. We ensure an optimum production
environment while you concentrate on your core
business.
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USPs and key
deliverables.
The manufacturing
industry.
USPs

Key deliverables

What makes Leadec stand out?

Why work with us?

• 90% Self delivery

• Specialist in designing service solutions aligned with the critical requirements in production

• Dedicated Operational Excellence team

environments

• Deep understanding on how factories operate

• Specialist in understanding waste streams

• Thorough understanding of how to operate safely in

• Energy Efficiency understanding

production environments

• Staff turnover is 50% less than the industry average

• Contract renewal rate of 90%
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Systems

We have invested £25 million into
systems and digitisation

Leadec Limited (UK)
Leadec House
2 Academy Drive
Warwick CV34 6QZ
Tel: +44 1926 623550
info-uk@leadec-services.com
https://www.leadec-services.com/uk

People

We invest over 7% of our profits
into the training and development
of our people

Partnerships

More than 85% of our customers
have been with us 5+ years

